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Abstract— So as to improve the operational productivity of 

eatery and providing food ventures by utilizing present day 
data innovation, this paper builds up an E-trade on-line 

providing food saving and requesting framework dependent 

on portable shrewd terminal, which depends on Android 

stage. The framework incorporates with remote 

interchanges, man-made consciousness, what's more, 

database advances and accomplishes numerous capacities, 

for example, saving, requesting, assessment, prescribing, 

eateries route, planning, data showing, and requesting 

records the board, and so forth. The framework has 

acknowledged customer focused, customized, and top notch 

providing food holding and requesting administration and 

has been utilized in a few eatery in Beijing.  
Keywords: mobile intelligent terminal; online catering 

reserving and ordering; Android platform; wireless 

communication network 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In 1998, inexpensive food requesting site has just started. 

The most renowned one is the Opentable, which has 

effectively changed into a far reaching web based requesting 
stage programming supplier from single item (Software-as-

a-Service), and offered requesting programming to eateries 

and charge an expense. There are other comparable sites, as 

MenuPages, GrubHub, ZeroCater, LivingSocial, etc. At 

present, the utilization of data innovation has exceptionally 

wide possibility in dealing with the cooking business [1]. 

The pertinent programming has been created from 

conventional Browser/Server (B/S) mode to Client/Server 

(C/S) mode that incorporate cell phone terminal [2, 3], the 

clients speak with server stores by the program or cell phone 

application. In China, internet requesting framework is in 

the underlying stage, for example, MeiTuan, BaiduWaimai 
and ELeMe. Through making a complete perspective on the 

investigation of dynamical and worldwide improvement [4, 

5, 6], a few issues ought to be unraveled in these stages. 

With the far-going utilization of applications of Android 

insightful telephone, new clever stages ought to be intended 

to adjust to the new interest of portable data and enormous 

information age. In perspective on this, a clever providing 

food stage was planned and actualized right now. 

II. RELATED WORKS  

Issues of pertinent programming The issues are for the most 

part showed in the accompanying perspectives. The server 

gives the deficient administration of nourishment. A request 

the board ought to have the option to give insights and 

examination on the request and the future system for the 

inn's investigation well overall. The server comes up short 

on the seat and nourishment bundle reservation. Single take-

out can't verge on fulfilling need. The customer has absence 

of adapted plan. There is little note of each request, if the 

client needs a jug of pop or less tissue, it cannot be 

accomplished.  
Stage structure This paper is for the most part to 

build up a web based requesting framework. The stage is 

partitioned into server and customer, utilizes the information 

on security string, organize programming and PC arrange 

being developed procedure, etc.  The server is worked by 

the SSI structure (Struts2+Spring+Ibatis), mostly manages 

the administration of the lodging, and furthermore 

acknowledges the requests from customers. It can give the 

administration of information investigation to enable the 

director to change the menu to meet the real needs 

powerfully.  The customer is created by Android 

framework. It is utilized to finish the capacity for clients to 
arrange. The stage depends on the Java language. It utilizes 

an assortment of Java class library and MySql. The server 

and customer are created under overshadowing, the 

application need to help by android_sdk (programming 

advancement pack).   

III. EXECUTION     

Plan and acknowledgment of server This part mostly 
incorporates the acknowledgment of Web terminal and 

Android terminal, requesting capacity to give 

administrations and foundation the executives tasks of 

eateries, dishes, orders, reports and so on. The plan of the 

server is fabricating fundamentally utilized J2EE system and 

the task structure as follows:  This catalog is for the most 

part utilized for the capacity of the source code, there are PC 

and Android sub-index.  This catalog is primarily utilized 

for capacity of design document which constructs the J2EE 

venture structure, including Spring, Hibernate, StruTS2 AND 

MYSQL DATABASE SETUP.   This registry is predominantly 

utilized for the capacity of the UI interface for web terminal. 
B. Structure and acknowledgment of Android customer The 

Android customer is created dependent on Android 4.0. The 

piece of the Android application incorporates some 

significant records:  The source code of the venture is put 

away in the src registry, its inside structure depends on the 

client explanation of the bundle, there are three fundamental 

bundle to serve the action and a wide ranGE OF CLASSES AND 

TECHNIQUES. gen: Files in the gen catalog is consequently 

created by ADT(Android Developer Tools), don't have to 

adjusted falsely. It is the word reference of the venture. The 

UI, strings, pictures, sound and different assets will be made 
THEIR REMARKABLE ID RIGHT NOW.  Android 4.0: This 

index stores the JAR bundLE AND THE META-INF 

CATALOG. This catalog is utilized to store the records which 

are utilized habitually, including pictures, sound documents 

and different parameters portraying the design record. It 

incorporates numerous indexes: three documents toward the 

start is utilized to spare the assets of various picture designs, 

the Layout envelope stores all the format record, values 

organizer stores the string, shading and style depiction 
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record which THE PROGRAM NEED TO UTILIZE. This archive is 

an application report constrained by framework. It is a 

worldwide depiction documents for the application to tell 
the outside modules the power's announcement of parts.  

FOR examplE    

<uses-permission 

android:name="android.permission.INTERNET"/>           

<uses-permission 

android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_FINE_LOCA

TION"/>           <uses-permission 

android:name="android.permission.CAMERA"/>           

<uses-permission 

android:name="android.permission.WRITE_EXTERNAL_

STORAGE" />      

The first is the consent to visit the system, the 
second is the exact area of the power, the third is the 

photographic authorization for application, the fourth is the 

authority of compose information get to memory card. 

IVPROPOSED SYSTEM 

IV. CONCLUSION  

The project is an application of j2ee and android. the 

functions of the j2ee server dishes management, order 
management and report management .the user can achieve 

the functions of order easily through the android mobile 

phone. the design conforms to the trend of the development 

of today's mobile internet very much. The design uses the 

popular technologies in intelligent mobile phone software 

development, and is feasibility and combined with practical 

application. 
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